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ABSTRACT

A detailed study of the POGO data, obtained in the northern winter

and summer seasons, all over the earth, has elucidated the relationship

between the width and current intensity of equatorial electrojet. By

employing regression and correlation analysis to these data, we find that,

the width and current intensity of the equatorial electrojet are inversely

correlated in such a manner that constriction in the width occurs whenever

the current is highly Intense. This therefore, demonstrates qualitatively

that the soLstir. ial electro jet. is (a) wider in the morning hours when it is

less intense (,b) narrower around local noon when it is most intense and (c)

broader again in the afternoon and evening hours when it is decaying. For

this inverse relationship, we present an argument in favour of 'channelling'

arising from differences in conductivities at various local times, winds and

pinch effects among other factors.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The first indication regarding the relationship between the width

and current intensity of the equatorial electrojet was muted by Onwumechili

and Ogbuehi (1967), who used only three sets of the relevant1parameters,

(from ground based measurements) to suggest that the electrojet was narrower

in equinox when it was more intense. To explain this phenomenon, they

advanced the possibility of a pinch effect. In an attempt to elucidate

this lone result, Onwumechili and Agu (1981), studied the subject further

by using data from space, above the electrojet. These data comprise, the

enormous tabulations of the magnetic field of equatorial electrojet, measured

by POGO satellites during the September equinoctial months, as contained in a

technical pamphlet, entitled "POGO observations of the equatorial electrojet",

of Goddard Space Flight Centre, authored by Cain and Sweeney (1972).

From the analysis of these data, that cover the entire globe, they

reached the same conclusion that the width and current intensity of the

electrojet have an inverse relationship, which could be caused by a pinch

effect, as earlier suggested by Onwumechili and Ogbuehi (1967).

In the same year, Forbes (1981), in a review, further inferred from

the work of Anandarao and Raghavarao (1979), that the effect of the eastward

winds during midday is to compress the width of the electrojet and thereby

create westward currents which peak at + 5" magnetic latitude. Also, since

the electrojet exhibit seasonal variation, the results of Onwumechili and

Ogbuehi (1967), and Onwumechili and Agu (1981), based on equinoctial data only,

might as well be a seasonal effect.

It is in the light of all the above, that we have done a detailed and

comprehensive study, on the relationship between the electrojet current intensity

and its width, in search of consistency with any of the earlier cited works.

We have accordingly used data obtained by the POGO series of satellites during

the northern winter and summer solstitial seasons of the two years, 1968 and

1969, respectively. Our work has also taken advantage of the local mornings

(solstitial) data, which did not exist in the POGO equinoxes that

Onwumechili and Agu (1981) studied.

2.0 TREATMENT OF DATA

In our study of the nature of association between the electrojet half

width w(Km), and its peak eastward current intensity J. AKm , the procedures

of Onwumechili and Agu (1981) and Ozoemena and Onwumechili (1987) were

adopted.
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Firstly, we displayed w and J_ as functions of the various

local daytime hours, 09hr - 15hr at differently chosen longitudes and

Reasons, thus covering from morning to the afternoon hours. Secondly, for a

statistical study us; obtained values of the parameters for 36 selected east

longitudes, 0°, 10°, 20° 350° round the earth for each of the 7 daytime

hours, and correlated w with J«.

Thirdly, in order to combine all the scatter diagrams, between w

and JQ in one figure, and thereby save space, we adopted a different

procedure. Far each hour, the values of the parameters occurring within a

half width interval of H)Km, for example, values from 195 to 205Km,

205 to 215Km, 215 to 225Km and so on are averaged. The values of JQ,

corresponding to these intervals are also averaged. For the all-hour day-

time averages, the range of w is very small. We therefore did the averaging

for half width intervals of 5Km, for example, from 190 to 195Kro, 195 to

200Km, 200 to JOSKra etc.

This was done for both seasons, but because of the paucity of data

at some local time hours, especially in June, and the need to improve

statistics and reduce noise and errors arising from the POGO data itself (Cain

,-ind Sweeney, 1972), we combined by averaging the parameters of the two seasons

at various longitudes. These mean values were then used to draw scatter

diagrams, from which the correlation coefficients and regression lines were

calculated. Although the data is not adequate as to allow independent and

separate treatment of J and 1) seasons, at intervals of 10°, the December

data is so well-behaved that it demonstrates the characteristics of the

combined data pool and also confirms equinoctial results. He therefore

present its features separately.

Finally, as a further means of confirming the relation between w

and J~, we regressed and correlated the slopes J.., of the plots of
0

with .1, for both cases of the combined solstices and December season

respectively.

3.0 RESULTS

The results of our various approaches at relating the peak eastward

current intensity JgCAKm ) to the half width w(Km) of the equatorial

eiectrojet are shown in (i) Fig.l(a.b), (ii) Fig.2(a,b), (iii) Fig.3(a,b),

(. Lv) Table 1 and Fig.A, Cv) Table 2 and Fig.5, and (vij Fig.6.

Figs.](a,b) and 2(a,b) indicate that as J« increases, w decreases,

and vice versa. They further suggest that this pattern of variation does not

depend on either the longitude or season. Fig,3(a,b) shows sample scatter
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diagTams and regression lines, depicting the kind of association between

the half width w km, and the peak eastward intensity J(J AKnT , for two

local time hours of 11 and 13 of the two seasons, December, 1968 and

June, 1969, respectively. The regression equations are j = -l,015w +

409.5 and Jn = -0.845w + 363.6 with correlation coefficients r = -0.461

and -0.375 respectively, and are both significant at less than 5Z level.

Fig.4 shows all the eight scatter diagrams and regression lines

relating the peak eastward current intensity JQIAKJII ) to the half width

w(Kro), for the combined solstitial data of December 1968 and June 1969.

From the negative gradients of these lines, it is clear that the width of the

equatorial eiectrojet decreases as the current intensity increases. This is

further corroborated by Table 1, which shows that: the correlation coefficients

between X and w, are negative and high, with significant levels less than

5% in all cases except for 15hr, where it is not statistically significant.

Table 2 and Fig.5 give, the correlation between J and w, and vice

versa in the separate season of winter solstice for December 1968. Prora

Table 2, the correlation coefficient, between X. and w Is high and negative,

and significant at less than 5% level, in all cases except for the 14hr LT.

The seven scatter diagrams and regression lines in Fig.5, confirm again that

for 09, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15hr LT, as well as for the daytime mean,

the width of the eiectrojet decreases as the Peak eastward intensity increases.

This is clear from their negative gradients.

These patterns are finally buttressed by Fig.6(a,b) which shows the

scatter diagrams and regression lines of (X. V wj slope JJT, with J,,, as

having negative gradients for both cases of combined and individual

solstitial seasons.

4.0 DISCUSSIONS

From all the figures and tables presented in this paper, which relate

J« to w, there is a consistent pattern - as J0 increases decreases and

vice versa. It seems therefore, that the POGO satellites' measurements of tin:

magnetic field ot the equatorial eiectrojet, during the solstices, have

enabled us to show that the width U = 2w of the current is Inversely related

to the current intensity, at such times when the current is intense enough,

during those seasons.

Although poor and non-significant correlation between ,]., and w at

the afternoon hours (15hr LT) may suggest that this kind of relationship

does not hold at such times when the. eiectrojet structure is not prenerly

defined, it is likely that it may also have arisen from the fact that there is



paucity of data (only 7 values) at that time. This is because, in Table 2,

there is poor correlation at 14hr LT (with only 7 values again) for the

individual December season, but when the data vas combined with those from

June solstice obtained at the same local time, the data increased to 14

values, (as in Table 1), and the correlation coefficient became higher

(-0.543 as against -0.365) and now significant at less than 5% level,

instead of 20-40 percent level as shown in Table 2.

We agree vith the suggestions of Onwumechili and Ogbuehi (1967), and

Onwumechili and Agu (1981), about the possibility of a pinch effect, on

electrojet current that is exposed to the earth's magnetic field. The

pinch effect phenomenon is usually based on the electromagnetic (Lorentz)

force on a plasma inside a magnetic field. That is,

F - q -(V * B) (1)

wher

F = force acting on the plasma or charged particles

q = electric charge, q -> 0 for positive ions and q < 0 for -ve

electrons

V =• velocity of the charged particles

B = existing magnetic induction (i.e. magnetic field).

Since the magnetic force F in Eq.(1) depends mainly on V and B, the

pinch effect would occur, if the velocity of the ions and the resultant

magnetic field, at the electrojet altitude, are of the right magnitudes and

are appropriately directed.

Secondly, the suggestion of forbes (1981), that winds can constrict

the width of electrojet around midday, when the magnitude of current and

its intensity arc both maximum, is also plausible. Indeed, Kato (1973) had

suggested that vertical winds at the dip equator could be favourable

candidates that produce equatorial electrojet irregularities, while Reddy and

Devasia (1981) demonstrated that various combinations of wind modes could

give rise to different, latitude structures of equatorial electrojet.

However, there seems to be an additional factor which appears very

cogent, and has to do with the duirnal structure of the electrical conductivity

at the electrojet altitude. The (region of the) noontime meridian of

longitude, appears to be a line of convergence for the current carrying

particles within the electrojet. This is so because the increased ionization

along this line would lead to enhanced conductivity. Since currents would

normally choose paths of low resistance, it is contemplated that both the

eastward and westward (return) current lines of the eleetrojet undergo

"channelling" along the axis of maximum conductivity corresponding to the

region of noontime meridian of longitude. Indeed, the Second International

Symposium on Equatorial Aeronomy (I.S.E.A.), held in Brazil, 1965, agreed

that currents are channelled through an axis of enhanced conductivity,

especially along the dip equator. This is consistent vlth our suggestion

above. Host previous considerations of channellling in EEJ, appear to have

concentrated along the east-west direction, parallel to the axis of the

current, probably because the EEJ axis corresponds to the dip equator, which

is an east-west contour u.. maximum electrical conductivity. These works

include: Hesse (1982, Yaramenko (1978) and I.S.E.A. (1965) as already

mentioned.

However, the work of Haeda (1955), see Fig.7, on the distribution

of the electric field, which is supposed to drive the external Sq current,

shows clearly that the electric field vectors generally converge around the

local noon meridian. Although this is a mere deduction from Sq, which may

not actually exist, it is still in qualitative agreement with our argument

above.

Since the EEJ is primarily a daytime phenomenon, whose features and

structures are properly defined around the local noontime, it seems that the

constriction in its width does not start in the early morning hours, when

the jet is building up, and hence a minimum threshold of intensity may be

required before the squeezing of current lines commences. For our values

of current intensity that makes the correlation coefficients statistically

significant, this lower limit is JQ = 184 AKm for the solstices. This

is not very different from the value of 190 AKffl , obtained by Onwumechili

and Agu (1981) during the September equinoxes, considering that the electrojet

is usually more intense in the equinoxes than in the solstices.

Although channelling could play a great role as already discussed

above, the minimum threshold of J- for the constriction of electrojet width,

seems to be better explained by the pinch effect phenomenon which depends on

appropriate thresholds of the velocity of particles V and magnetic field

induction B from Eq.(l). The magnitude and direction of the velocity of

ions V will in turn depend on the magnitude and direction of the prevailing

winds.

It may be recalled that Farley (1963) advanced the theory of two stream

instability while discussing equatorial electrojet irregularities. This

theory requires that a minimum threshold of electrojet intensity is reached,

before the irregularities can commence. Later, Rastogi (1975) argued that

a particular type of irregularity called Esq is due to cross*field

instability which in turn depends on a critical threshold of the horizontal

(component) field II an hence on the Eastward electrojet intensity. It. is
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possible that these three critical thresholds of electrojet intensity

required before: (. i) two-stream instability, (ii) cross-field instability

and (iii) the constriction of electrojet widthly begin, are of the same order

of magnitude, and may be explained by the pinch affect phenomenon, which as

suggested above, is vicariously dependent on prevailing vinds.

It seems therefore, that the joint action of winds, pinch effect and

channelling is sufficient to explain the inverse realtionship between the

width and intensity of equatorial electrojet in the solstices.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The enormous quantity of parameters of the equatorial electrojet

half width w(km) ,ind its Peak eastward current intensity J.,(AKm >, derived

from the POGO solstitial data, which incorporate the local mornings and

afternoon measurements, have enabled us to study in greater detail, the

relationship between the width and current intensity of the equatorial

electrojet. From the results arising thereof, we conclude as follows:

(1) The electrojet width is inversely related to its intensity, in such

a manner which suggests that the KEJ current may be wider in the morning

hours, narrower around local noon, and broader again in the afternoon and

evening hours.

(2) The constrit.ion in the width of the jet. commences at some few hours

before the local noon and ceases after some hours, later in the afternoon.

O ) The minimum threshold of intensity required for the constriction in

the width to be properly developed is 184 AKJII , in the solstices, consistent

with the equinoctial valut; of 190 AKm from Onwumechili and Agu (1981),

(4) For the combined so.lsticp.s of northern winter 1968 and summer 1969

seasons, statistically significant correlation coefficients between J- and

w, ranging from -0.525 to -0.857 are found for 09, 10, 11, 12, 13 and

14hr LT and the tlaytimo average, but not for 15hr L.T, when the intensity

may likely be lower than the critical threshold as indeed is the case from

our calculations.

(5) In the northern winter (December, 1968) season alone, statistically

significant correlation coefficients between JQ and w ranging from

-0.532 to 0.857 are found for 09, 10, 11, 12, 13hr and the daytime

average, but not for 14hr LT when the intensity (142 AKm ) is much less

than our critical threshold of ISA AKm

(6) We suggest that the interplay of forces of winds, pinch effect and

channelling is capable of constricting the width of equatorial electrojet

current, along a north-south axis of maximum conductivity defined by the region
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of noontime meridian of longitude. As the intensity of the current

further increases, the compression of the width becomes less effective

because much of the work Is then converted into heat and kinetic energy of

the current-carrying particles. This is reflected in the steep gradients

of the regression lines of J.. on w,

(7) Although we do not yet have unambiguous evidence on this point, of

which further studies are required, it is still necessary to mention that

the three thresholds of electrojet intensity required for (.i) the two-stream

instability, (ii) cross-field instability and (iii) the inverse, relationship

between the width and current intensity of equatorial e]ectroje>t, to commence,

could indeed be of the same order of magnitude.
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Table 1 Showing the correlation coefficients and the least square

regression lines between the half width w(Kra), and the

Peak eastward current intensity J-CAKm ) of PQGO

electrojet at daytime hours local time, for the combined

solstices of December 1968 and June 1969. The data were

grouped at half width interval of lOKm for individual

hours and 5 Km interval for the all-time average.

Table 2 Showing the correlation coefficients and the least square

regression lines between the half width w, Km and the Peak

eastward current intensity J^ AKm of POGO equatorial

electrojet at daytime hours local time during the December

solstice of 1968. The data were grouped half width interval

of lOKm for individual hours and 5Kra interval for the all-

time average.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.2

Fig.3

Fig.4

Fig.5

Fig.6

Fis>.7

Demonstrating qualitatively the inverse relationship between

the Peak current intensity JQ ARm and the half width

vi Km of the equatorial electrojet in (a) December (b) June

soistices.

Showing the inverse relationship between Jg and w as

independent of longitude (a) December solstice above longitude

35O°E (b) June solstice above longitude 10"E.

Sample scatter diagrams and least square regression lines using

value for 36 longitudes to shovi how JQ varies with w (a) at

llhr, JQ = -l.015w + 409.5 with correlation coefficient

r - -0.463 significant at 0.5% level, (b) at 13hr,

j = -0.845w + 363.6 with r = -0.375 significant at 3%

level during June solstice of 1969.

Scatter diagrams and regression lines showing how the half

width w(Km) of equatorial electrojet (EEJ) varies with its

Peak eastward current intensity J0(AKm ) at local time hours

for the combined solstices of December 1968 and June 1969.

(A) Daytime Mean, (B) 09hr, (C) lOhr, (D) llhr, (E) 12hr, (F) 13hr,

(C) I4hr and (H) 15hr.

Scatter diagrams and regression lines showing how the half width

of the equatorial electrojet w(Km) varies with its Peak

eastward current intensity JQ AKm at local time hours in the

December solstice of 1968 {A) Daytime Mean, (B) 09hr, (C) lOhr,

(D) llhr, (E) 12hr, (F) 13hr and (G) 14hr local time.

Scatter diagram?; and regression lines showing how the slope

j ^AKm 1) of the plot of Peak eastward current intensity

Jn(AKm~') with respect to half width w(Km) varies with the

Peak eastward intensity Jy of the equatorial electrojet for

(a) the combined solstices of December 1968 and June 1969 and in

(b) for the December solstice of 1968.

Distribution of the total electric field (top) and of the electro-

static field (bottom) for the Sq variation during the Second

Polar Year (H. Maeda, 1955).
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